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The ultra-light Bosch M Li-ion battery is a real
powerhouse. Thanks to its innovative lithiumion technology it features up to 4 times the
service life and just 1/3 of the weight of
comparable lead-acid batteries as well as a
considerably higher deep-cycle resistance.
The M Li-ion is suitable for numerous consumers and high energy demands as well as
extremely power-draining situations.

Battery
Technology

Application characteristics

M Li-ion
Lithium-ion: no explosive gases, lead or acid; ultra-light, extremely
efficient, durable and safe, quickly rechargable
Battery Management System (BMS): balanced discharging/charging
of all cells by so-called balancer
For numerous consumers and high energy demands as well as extremely power-draining
situations such as long off-road journeys and long idle times – ideal e.g. for motorcycles with
ABS and ESP (racing, off-road and touring bikes), scooters, dirt bikes, ATV quads and jet skis

Li
Maintenance
Deep-cycle resistance

Absolutely maintenance-free
Significantly increased deep-cycle resistance in comparison with equivalent lead-acid batteries

Vibration resistance

Extremely vibration-resistant

Cold starting power

High starting power, especially suitable for applications with high power consumption

Installation angle
Self-discharge rate

360° / mountable in any position
Very low self-discharge rate –
holds its charge up to 4 times longer than comparable lead-acid batteries
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Lithium-ion technology (lithium-iron-phosphate cells)
with Battery Management System (BMS)

Battery lid with voltage tester and
Battery Management System (BMS)
balances the voltage level among the
cells when charging or discharging
Connection plug for BMS connection
Interface to the Batterys Management
System (BMS) built into the battery lid

▶C
 harge-status display and
recommendations for the first
application
Please check the battery’s
charge status prior to the first
application – even if the chargestatus display (push blue button) shows full capacity (three
points). To ensure optimum
service life, the battery should
be fully charged by a microprocessor-controlled battery
charger (e.g. Bosch C3) prior to
its first use.

▶L
 ithium-ion technology:
Lithium-iron-phosphate cells
Due to the low weight of the lithiumiron-phosphate cells, the M Li-ion battery
is extremely light.
With 4 x 3.2 V and 12.8 V and at least
1,500 cycles it is particularly powerful
and deep-cycle resistant. In addition,
the M Li-ion can easily and quickly be
recharged.

Spacers
ensure a perfect position of the
battery
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EAN

Short code

Power

Technical details

Ah

A(EN)

W/h

Type of
terminal *

Dimensions in mm

JIS

Weight

L x W x H

0 986 122 608

404 702 532 3666

LTX9-BS LION

3

180

36

Y11

YTX9-BS

0.7 kg

150 x 87 x 105

0 986 122 601

404 702 532 3581

LTX5L-BS LION

1.6

95

20

Y11

YTX5L-BS

0.4 kg

113 x 70 x 85

0 986 122 613

404 702 532 3727

LTX14-BS LION

4

240

48

Y11

YTX14-BS

1.1 kg

150 x 87 x 93

0 986 122 615

404 702 532 3741

LTZ10S LION

4

240

48

Y11

YTZ10S

0.9 kg

150 x 87 x 93

0 986 122 610

404 702 532 3680

LTZ10S LION

3.5

210

42

Y11

YTX12-BS

0.9 kg

150 x 87 x 93
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